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everyone 
studies 

exoplanets

everyone 
studies 

supernovae

            The success of TRANSIENTS & VARIABLES related science  
is tied to cadence choices 
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Dark energy and dark matter (via measurements of strong and weak lensing, 
large-scale structure, clusters of galaxies, and supernovae) 

Exploring the transient and variable universe  

Studying the structure of the Milky Way galaxy and its neighbors via resolved 
stellar populations 

An inventory of the Solar System, including Near Earth Asteroids and Potential 
Hazardous Objects, Main Belt Asteroids, and Kuiper Belt Objects

Science Drivers
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Dark energy and dark matter (via measurements of strong and weak lensing,   
large-scale structure, clusters of galaxies, and supernovae) 

Exploring the transient and variable universe  

Studying the structure of the Milky Way galaxy and its neighbors via resolved 
stellar populations  

An inventory of the Solar System, including Near Earth Asteroids and Potential 
Hazardous Objects, Main Belt Asteroids, and Kuiper Belt Objects moving objects

Science Drivers
all relevant to trasients + variable Universe!
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Nearly 180 members! 
Each member declares a primary affiliation 
and up to 3 secondary affiliations

Rachel 
Street

Federica Bianco

Transients & Variable Stars  
collaboration co-chairs

M. Drout

S. Valenti

R.Margutti

Ashish 
Mahabal
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http://ccpp.nyu.edu/~fb55/TVSaffiliations/affiliations.html
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http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~digel/ObservingStrategy/whitepaper/LSST_Observing_Strategy_White_Paper.pdf 

https://github.com/LSSTScienceCollaborations/ObservingStrategy 

OBSERVING 
STRATEGY 
WHITE PAPER

we need a science based evalution  
of the baseline LSST observing 
strategy and its variants

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~digel/ObservingStrategy/whitepaper/LSST_Observing_Strategy_White_Paper.pdf
https://github.com/LSSTScienceCollaborations/ObservingStrategy
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LSST developed operation simulations  
(A. Connoly) 

- the total number of visits is 2.45 million, with 85.1% spent on the Universal proposal (the WFD survey), 
6.5% on the North Ecliptic proposal, 1.7% on the Galactic plane proposal, 2.2% on the South Celestial pole 
proposal, and 4.5% on the Deep Drilling proposal (5 fields) 

Adopted new Baseline minion_1016

OpSim
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OpSim
LSST developed operation simulations  
(A. Connoly) 

LSST simulatesdObserving Strategies Minion 1016

MAF API
Metric Analysis Framework 
(Peter Yoachim, Lynne Jones) 

https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/
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we need a science based evalution 
of the baseline LSST observing strategy and its variants

1. Describe your science case

2. Design Figure of Merit (FOM) to quantify LSST’s 
cadences performance with a single number

3. Run MAF on the available ObSim Cadences

4. Recommend a new cadence

2a. Design a MAF if needed  
(but so many are already available!)
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https://github.com/LSSTScienceCollaborations/ObservingStrategy/tree/master/opsim

https://github.com/LSSTScienceCollaborations/ObservingStrategy/tree/master/opsim
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Tensions:  
color or sampling? (SN/GW vs GRB)  
dense sampling or duration? (SN vs TDE/LBV)
Rolling cadence: (SN vs AGN?)
ToO: necesary or not (YES!)

different variable and transient phenomena benefit from different observing strategies
our group is working to reconcile the differences & understand the existing tensions & overlap
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            Existing Metrics relevant to SN science: generic Obs stats
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Median Intra-Night Gap in hours

Any Filter       

Median Intra-Night Gap in hours

Any Filter       

r band            r band            

Median Inter-Night Gap in days

Median Inter-Night Gap in days

https://github.com/LSSTTVS/WhitepaperNotebooks/blob/master/notebooks/time_gaps.ipynb

https://github.com/LSSTTVS/WhitepaperNotebooks/blob/master/notebooks/time_gaps.ipynb
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OBSERVING STRATEGY WHITE PAPER
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Days since explosion

Gap between observations
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Days since explosion

Gap between observations

Median Intra-Night Gap in hours

r band            r band            

Median Inter-Night Gap in days
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6.5 Gravitational Wave Sources 
Raffaella Margutti, Zoheyr Doctor, Wen-fai Fong, Zoltan Haiman, Vassiliki Kalogera, Virginia Trimble, 
Bevin Ashley Zauderer 
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https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/science/Transients/Transient_w_color.ipynb

NEW METRIC FOR FAST TRANSIENTS INSPIRED BY MARIA DROUT’S TALK

Calculates the number of fields that have 3 observations in 2 bands within a night

https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/science/Transients/Transient_w_color.ipynb
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            Existing Metrics relevant to SN science: transient specific
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TransientMetric

https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/tutorials/TransientMetric.ipynb
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TransientAsciiMetric

https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/science/Transients/TransientAsciiMetric.ipynb

https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/tutorials/PullLightCurves.ipynb

https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/science/Transients/TransientAsciiMetric.ipynb
https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/science/Transients/TransientAsciiMetric.ipynb
https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/tutorials/PullLightCurves.ipynb
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ligutcurve method  (also TransientMetric)TransientAsciiMetric

https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/tutorials/PullLightCurves.ipynb
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Deep Drilling FieldWide Deep Fast
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            Existing Metrics relevant to SN science: more!
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https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/science/Transients/TransientMontewUPS.ipynb

MonteCarlo capabilities to simulate family of transients

https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/science/Transients/TransientMontewUPS.ipynb
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https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/science/Transients/TransientMontewUPS.ipynb

https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/mafContrib/
findTelescopes.py

Ability to follow up

https://github.com/LSST-nonproject/sims_maf_contrib/blob/master/science/Transients/TransientMontewUPS.ipynb
http://www.apple.com
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           Metrics and FoM in the Observing Strategy White paper
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           Metrics and FoM in the Observing Strategy White paper

FoM = 0.83 FoM = 0.13 FoM = 0.73
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Classification  
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           Missing SN metrics(Ia) classification ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????

           Missing SN metrics
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• Detection >=10 days before max 
• “Enough visits” for photometric  screening 
• Identificationo f host galaxy  
• Continuous photometry over SN lifetime
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transientMetric

transientMetric
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• Detection >=10 days before max 
• “Enough visits” for photometric  screening 
• Identificationo f host galaxy  
• Continuous photometry over SN lifetime

transientMetric
transientMetric + findTelescope

transientMetric
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           Missing SN metrics

(Ia) classification ?

WFirst fraction of Ia discovered >10days before max with 
N epochs before max and M epochs over lifetime
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epochs before max and M epochs over lifetime
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           Missing SN metrics

(Ia) classification ?

WFirst fraction of Ia discovered >10days before max with 
N epochs before max and M epochs over lifetime

(Ia) classification ???????

WFirst fraction discovered >10days before max with N 
epochs before max and M epochs over lifetime

IIp cosmology: fraction with well constrained peak brightness and 
plateau duration

SLSN: fraction with first bump detected 
fraction with first bump characterized w colors?

CoreCollapse 
projenitors: 

fractions w late time observations 
what is sufficiently to crete rates and distributions??

TDA (LBV) fraction with gaps <= MaxGap
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…on to the panel on metrics!!


